Speak with leaders & decision makers
Make it your business to let elected leaders and other decision makers that these issues are important. When you are asked for your input, make it clear that these issues are important to you so that leaders will act.

Sign up to become a Member of TIPNG & show your support
For as little as K10 a year, you too can be part of the TIPNG movement. We encourage the support of Individuals, Students, Community Groups, Associations and Companies.
By paying a membership fee you help support our work and also have access to all our publications and meetings in your area.

You read it, now support it!
Contact us if you need more information about the work we do.
If you are interested in supporting Transparency International PNG sign up to become a member. Contact us now!

TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL PNG INC.
A national chapter of Transparency International
Lokua Avenue, Boroko
P. O. Box 591, Port Moresby, NCD
Phone: (+675) 323 4917 / (+675) 323 7517
Email: info@transparencypng.org.pg
www.transparencypng.org.pg
CAMPAIGNS FOR 2018

In 2017 we reviewed the past 10 years of corruption, going back to 2007, identified 20 major cases of national concern and summarised ways to resolve them. From the 20 Cases we launched three campaigns that we will focus on in 2018:

1. **Independent Commission Against Corruption**

   TIPNG as part of the ICAC Technical Working group and through partnership with the Department of Justice & Attorney General will be advocating for the enabling legislation for ICAC to be tabled and enacted by Parliament. The ICAC is necessary for compliance with the Government’s commitment to the UN Convention Against Corruption and our own National Anti-Corruption Strategy.

2. **The National Identity Project**

   The PNG NID card project was launched in November 2014 and slated to become a universal ID card for all Papua New Guinean citizens. To date over K200m has been spent and only 2% of the national population has been registered. There have been allegations of mismanagement by the Director of the National Statistical Office (NSO), syndicates within Civil Registry have been selling NIDs and the current Minister for National Planning has said no reports on how the funds have been presented to Parliament.

   TIPNG will be campaigning on two fronts; for funding to NID to cease until a full audit report is furnished to the public and additionally, in line with remarks by Deputy PM Charles Abel when he was Minister National Planning, for the Director of the NSO to step down and be investigated by the authorities.

3. **Access to Information**

   TIPNG will be advocating for the drafting of enabling legislation to allow citizens Access to Information as provided for in Section 51 of the National Constitution. The Government has signed up to international initiatives such as Extractives Industry Transparency Initiative (EITI) and the Open Government Partnership (OGP) without creating a legal framework for citizens to access information from the Government, this will prove to be a stumbling block for the integrity of these initiatives and indeed national development if not rectified.

HOW CAN YOU ASSIST?

TIPNG is campaigning for greater integrity to be displayed by our leaders. We are campaigning for laws that benefit all of society. We are campaigning not only to have our voices heard but to make our leaders listen.

Progress, made together with the support of Papua New Guineans is critical. This work protects our democracy.

There are 3 key ways you can help us in our campaigns in 2018:

- **Stay informed & engage in discussion**
  
  Read the newspapers, listen to the radio, and attend public meetings. The more you know about the progress on these issues the more you can contribute and participate.